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Discover True North : A Program to Ignite Your Passion and Activate Your PotentialMcGraw-Hill, 2003
A powerful formula for a life of achievement--starting now
Created by leading motivational speaker and corporate trainer Anne Bruce, this highly effective plan helps participants discover their own "true north" in order to find a focus for success. Throughout Discover True North are invaluable exercises,...
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Beginning Joomla!, Second Edition (Beginning from Novice to Professional)Apress, 2009
Joomla!, exclamation point and all, is one of the most searched–for and hired–for open source content management systems in the world. Since 2007, the combination of Joomla! and Dan Rahmel’s bestselling Beginning Joomla!, From Novice to Professional have made it so that all you have to do is read a single...
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The Lucent Library of Science and Technology - Virtual RealityLucent Books, 2004

	The twentieth-century scientific and technological

	revolution that British physicist Stephen Hawking

	describes in the above quote has transformed virtually

	every aspect of human life at an unprecedented pace.

	Inventions unimaginable a century ago have not only

	become commonplace but are now considered necessities

	of daily...
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Thermal Comfort Assessment of Buildings (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2013

	A number of metrics for assessing human thermal response to climatic conditions have been proposed in scientific literature over the last decades. They aim at describing human thermal perception of the thermal environment to which an individual or a group of people is exposed. More recently, a new type of “discomfort index” has...
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Kingpin: How One Hacker Took Over the Billion-Dollar Cybercrime UndergroundBroadway Books, 2012

	Former hacker Kevin Poulsen has, over the past decade, built a reputation as one of the top investigative reporters on the cybercrime beat. In Kingpin, he pours his unmatched access and expertise into book form for the first time, delivering a gripping cat-and-mouse narrative—and an unprecedented view into the twenty-first...
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Building Cisco Remote Access NetworksSyngress Publishing, 2000
Citrix MetaFrame can deliver Windows-based applications to any user, anywhere regardless of network connection, LAN protocol, or client operating system. Configuring Citrix MetaFrame for Windows 2000 Terminal Services is written for system administrators who are deploying Citrix MetaFrame in a Windows 2000 environment. It examines MetaFrame's...
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Grading Knowledge: Extracting Degree Information from TextsSpringer, 2000


	If you are sitting in a basement room without a view — not to mention the

	bars in front of the windows — and writing a book, then you better have

	good company. I had the best company you could imagine. Waltraud Hiltl,

	Katja Markert, Martin Romacker, Klemens Schnattinger, Andreas Klee and I

	shared very little office...
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Pauline Frommer's Las Vegas (Pauline Frommer Guides)Frommers, 2007

	Spend less, see more. This is the philosophy behind Pauline Frommer’s guides. Written by travel expert Pauline Frommer (who is also the daughter of Arthur Frommer), and her team of hand-picked writers, these guides show how to truly experience a culture, meet locals, and save money along the way.


	• Industry secrets on...
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Beyond Buds: Marijuana Extracts—Hash, Vaping, Dabbing, Edibles and MedicinesQuick American Archives, 2014

	Beyond Buds is a handbook to the future of marijuana. Prohibition’s end has led to a technological revolution that’s generated powerful medicines and products containing almost zero carcinogens and little smoke. Marijuana icon Ed Rosenthal and leading cannabis reporter David Downs guide readers through the best new...
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Stem Cell Research: Medical Applications And Ethical Controversy (The New Biology)Checkmark Books, 2006

	Examines stem cells from the scientific and social viewpoints, including what they are, their laboratory study, their use in medicine, the ethical issues involved, and the legal issues in American and Europe.
...
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VIII Latin American Conference on Biomedical Engineering and XLII National Conference on Biomedical Engineering: Proceedings of CLAIB-CNIB 2019, October 2-5, 2019, Cancún, México (IFMBE Proceedings)Springer, 2019

	
		This book gathers the joint proceedings of the VIII Latin American Conference on Biomedical Engineering (CLAIB 2019) and the XLII National Conference on Biomedical Engineering (CNIB 2019). It reports on the latest findings and technological outcomes in the biomedical engineering field. Topics include: biomedical signal...
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Linguistic Legitimacy and Social JusticePalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book examines the nature of human language and the ideology of linguistic legitimacy – the common set of beliefs about language differences that leads to the rejection of some language varieties and the valorization of others. It investigates a broad range of case studies of languages and dialects which have for various reasons been...
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